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Eigenvalue Approximation

by the Finite Element Method:

The Method of Lagrange Multipliers

By William G. Kolata

Abstract.   The purpose of this paper is to investigate the application of the finite ele-

ment method of Lagrange multipliers to the problem of approximating the eigenvalues

of a selfadjoint elliptic operator satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions.   Although

the Lagrange multiplier method is not a Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin approximation scheme,

it is shown that at least asymptotically the Lagrange multiplier method has some of

the properties of such a scheme.   In particular, the approximate eigenvalues are

greater than or equal to the exact eigenvalues and can be computed from a nonnega-

tive definite matrix problem.   It is also shown that the known estimates for the eigen-

value error are optimal.

Introduction.   The application of a conventional finite element method to el-

liptic boundary value problems with essential boundary conditions is impractical, es-

pecially in a domain that does not have simple shape.  This is due to the difficulty

of constructing suitable spaces of test and trial functions that satisfy the required

boundary conditions.  Several techniques have been devised to bypass this difficulty,

such as the least squares method of Bramble and Schatz [4], the methods of Nitsche

[11], [12], and the Lagrange multiplier method of Babuska [1].  The purpose of

this paper is to investigate the application of Babuska's method to the problem of

approximating the eigenvalues of a selfadjoint elliptic operator satisfying Dirichlet

boundary conditions.

As is common in finite element methods, the original eigenvalue problem is

recast into an equivalent problem that is posed in terms of sesquilinear forms.  When

the original problem is selfadjoint, these forms are Hermitian.   However, in the La-

grange multiplier method, these forms are not definite and so do not yield a standard

Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin approximation scheme.  Nevertheless, the Lagrange multiplier

method possesses, at least asymptotically, some of the properties of a Rayleigh-Ritz-

Galerkin scheme.  In this paper it is shown that the approximate eigenvalues generated

by the Lagrange multiplier method are greater than or equal to the original eigen-

values to which they are converging, provided that a convergence parameter h is

small enough.  This is proved under certain assumptions on the rate of convergence

of members of the finite element subspaces to the eigenfunctions.  The proof depends
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upon the construction of a lower bound for the error in the eigenvalue approximation.

As a result of this lower bound, it also follows that the already known bound for the

eigenvalue error, [1], [3], [13], [6], [8], is optimal.  This result may be loosely

stated as follows:   If the rate of convergence of the finite element subspaces to the

eigenfunctions is optimal, then the rate of convergence of the approximate eigenvalues

to the original eigenvalues is optimal.

At first glance, the finite dimensional eigenvalue problem associated with the La-

grange multiplier approximation presents some difficulties.  The corresponding matrices

are not definite.   Assuming comparable accuracy, these matrices are larger ((77 + 777)

x (77 + m)) than the matrices (77 x n) that would be associated with a conventional

finite element method, were such a method practical.  For these reasons, a direct at-

tack on the finite dimensional eigenvalue problem associated with the Lagrange multi-

plier approximation may incur unacceptable computation and storage costs.  In Sec-

tion 3 of this paper an alternate approach to the solution of the finite dimensional

problem is outlined.   In this approach the approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors

of the Lagrange multiplier method are computed using an associated n x 77 nonnegative

definite matrix.  A scheme for constructing this matrix is presented.

1.  Eigenvalue Approximation by the Lagrange Multiplier Method.  The focus of

this paper is on the approximation of the eigenvalues of the following selfadjoint el-

liptic eigenvalue problem:

(1.1) -Au+cu = u>u    in Í2,

(1.2) 77 = 0      on T,

where Í2 is a bounded region in the plane with smooth boundary T, co is the eigen-

value parameter, c is a smooth, real valued function on Í2, and, without loss of gener-

ality, c0 = supxe^lc(x)l > 0.  The results that follow can easily be extended to more

general 2nd order elliptic operators in more general bounded domains.

The method of Lagrange multipliers is based on a formulation of (1.1), (1.2) in

terms of sesquilinear forms [1], [2], [7].   Let H be the complex Hubert space Hl(£l)

©/r1/2(r) with norm Ml2 = Ml2 + l-P1/2, where //'(fi) and H~l!2(T) are the

standard Sobolev spaces [10].   For any 77, u in Hl(£l), set

a(u, v) = jn (V77 • Vu 4- cuv)dx.

For any U = (u, A), V = (v, p) in H, set AiU, V) = a(«, v) - fT Qw + puyds,

and BiU, V) = fn uvdx.   Then Ai\ ■) and Z?(-, •) are bounded, Hermitian, sesqui-

linear forms on H x H.   Neither .4(-, ■) nor Bi; •) are definite, but Ai; ■) satisfies

inf        sup     \A(U, F)l>a>0,    [2].
(1.3) 1/67/        K=7Y

Il C7II =1   II Vl\ = l

Problem (1.1), (1.2) can be formulated as:

(I-4) AiU, V) = ojBiU, V)    for all v G H, U ± 0.

By (1.3), there is a bounded linear operator T on H such that .4(777, V) = BiU, V)
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for all V in H. The operator T is also a bounded map from H into H3(£l) 0 H3I2(F)

and so by Rellich's theorem is compact on H. In fact, if TU = (<p, X), then <p is a

weak solution of - A<p + op = u; ip = 0 on T. Moreover, X = d<p/dn, [1]. By regular-

ity theorems, <p is in 7/3(iî) and X = dip/dn is in H3/2(r), [10]. It is easily seen that

the eigenvalues of (1.4) are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the operator T and

the associated eigenvectors are identical. Since AiU, U)> 0 for any eigenvector U, T

has no generalized eigenvectors. Furthermore, again by regularity, the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of (1.1), (1.2) are the same as those of (1.4).

Let Shsi(ü) CHliü) and S„r(r) C/Y1/2(r) be finite dimensional subspaces.

Set Sh = Shni£l) eS„r(r), where h~£, K? , and h~2 = K^ + h^1 denote the dimen-

sions of the corresponding subspaces.  To simplify notation set Shi&) = Sft n(S2) and

Shir) = Sh AT).  With the aid of these subspaces, a Galerkin approximation for the

eigenvalue problem (1.4) can be constructed:

(1.5) A(Uh, Vh) = u,hB(Uh, Vh)    for all Vn E Sh, Uh # 0.

This reduces to a matrix eigenvalue problem when a basis (<¿>,(x), 0), . . . , Of?„(x), 0),

(0, i//,(s))> • • • , (0, ^m(0) is chosen for Sh, and Uh is set equal to (uh, \h) =

(S?=, UfpJ(x), I,m=x \4/;(s)), where n = K~<¿ and m = h~,1.  Problem (1.5) is then

equivalent to:

(1.6)
K      M

MH    0
w*

B   0

0   0

u

where K is the 77 x 77 matrix with kif = a(ip¡, <p¡), M is the « x 777 matrix with mik =

- /r ^>i^k ds, B is the 77 x n matrix with b¡, = /n i^- dx, and « = (uAT, X = (\)T

axe, respectively, 77- and m-dimensional column vectors. The solutions of (1.6) will be

discussed in Section 3.

How closely the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (1.6) approximate those of

(1.4) depends on how closely the members of the subspace Sh approximates the eigen-

vectors of (1.4).  Suppose then that there is a number k > 1 and a positive constant

Cn, independent of hn, such that for any v E //S(Í2) there is a vh E Sh(£l) with

(1.7) I v - vh \\q < Cahsñq \\v\\s    for 0 < q < s < k.

Similarly, suppose there is a number m > 1/2 and a constant Cr, independent of hT,

such that for any p E /7f(r) there is a ph E Sh(T) with

(1.8) \p -ph\p< crh$rp \p\t   Xox-1Á<P<1Á<t< m.

Assume also that ^(r) satisfies the "inverse assumption"

(1.9) Wy2<Chrl^hU,

where C is a positive constant independent of hr.  For a discussion of properties

(1.7)—(1.9) and some examples, see [2], [3].

Lemma 1.   Ifhn/hr is small enough, then for h sufficiently small there is a
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positive constant aQ independent of h such that

,lim inf sup     \A(Uh,Vh)\>a0.
U-IOJ uhesh   vhesh

II Uh\\=l   II Kftll = l

Proof.  See [2], [7].

Lemma 1 ensures the existence of the projection^ of H onto Sh defined by the

relation A(PhU, Vh) = AiU, Vh) for all Vh E Sh. Suppose C, is the constant given

by \A(U, V)\ < C, IIÍ/IIII HI.  Then, \\Ph II < C,/a0 and

(1.11) W-Phm<ll+—\    inf    lli/-l/„ll,      [2].
\        a°/ Vh^Sh

Set rft = PhT   Then, 7^ is a bounded operator on H with range in Sh and satisfies

A(ThU, Vh) = AiTU, Vh) = BiU, Vh) for all V„ E Sh.  Thus,

(1.12) AÜT - Th)U, Vh) = 0    for all V„ G Sh.

The eigenvalues of Th axe the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of (1.5) (or (1.6)) and the

eigenvectors are identical.   It will be shown in Section 3 that the eigenvalues of (1.6)

are positive real numbers and each has ascent 1, i.e., there are no generalized eigen-

vectors.  The same then must hold for the eigenvalues of Th.   Let C3 denote the norm

of Tas a map from H into H3(Q) 0 7/3/2(r).  Then, by (1.7), (1.8), and (1.11),

(1.13) IT- Th\\ < il +-\c3(Cflh2sP-2 + C2h2«+i)*,

where p = xnin(k, 3) and q = mim/w, 3/2).   Thus, Th —► T in norm.

Since T is compact and Tn —► T in norm, the eigenvalues and corresponding

eigenvectors of Th converge to eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of T.  In

fact, suppose £ is an eigenvalue of T with multiplicity m.   Let C be a circle centered

at £ contained in the resolvent set, p(T), of T and enclosing no other eigenvalue of T.

Then, E = E(£) = (1/2777) fc (z - T)"1 dz is a bounded projection with range R(E) =

space of eigenvectors of T associated with %.   For h sufficiently small, C C p(Th), Eh

= Fh(%) = (1/2jtz) fc (z - Thyl dz is a projection onto its range R(Eh), and WE - Eh II

—* 0 as h —>• 0.   The dimension of R(Eh) is 777, the same as that of R(E), and R(Eh)

is the direct sum of the spaces of eigenvectors of Th corresponding to eigenvalues en-

closed by C.   Thus, counting according to multiplicity, there are 777 such eigenvalues,

denoted |,(/z), • . • , %m(h)-  These eigenvalues converge to £ as h —*■ 0, and the sub-

spaces R(E), R(Eh) approach one another.  These facts may be found in [5].

To end this section, a few results that will be needed later are Usted.   For h suf-

ficiently small, the restriction of Eh to R(E), £A|   ,  ., is a surjection of R(E) onto

R(Eh).   Thus, En \R,E) has an inverse, denoted E^ , which maps R(Eh) onto R(E).

It follows that Lh = Eh~lEh is the identity on R(E) and is a projection of H onto

R(E) along the null space of Eh,N(Eh).  The norms llü^ll and ll-c^J"1 II are bounded

independently of h.   Let Th be the operator on /?(£") defined by Th= Eh   ThEh i        .
ä 7< (E )

Because RiEh) is an invariant subspace for Tn, the eigenvalues of Tn are %x(h), . . . ,
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%m(h), and the multiplicity of ¿^.(/z) as an eigenvalue of Th equals the multiplicity of

|,.(/z) as an eigenvalue of Th.   Let T be the restriction of T to R(E).  Then f has £

as its only eigenvalue and % has multiplicity m.   Because Lh is the identity on R(E),

for any $ G R(E),

(1-14) (T-Thyb = Lh(T-ThyS>.

These results can be found in [13].

Given any bounded operator R on H, by (1.3), there exists a unique bounded

operator R^ such that A(RU, V) = A(U, R*V).  Because in this case A( ■, • ) are her-

mitian, it follows that T* = T and Ph^ = Pn and so (Th)* = (PhT)* = TPh.  In addi-

tion, for any UEH

c\
(1.15)    \\(T*-Th*)U\\ = \\(T-TPh)U\\ <— Il y — TV, II    inf     \\U - Uh\\.

These results can be found in [8].

2.   Estimates for the Error in the Eigenvalue Approximation.   Let £ be an eigen-

value of T with R(E) the associated space of eigenvectors.  Assume £ has multiplicity

777 and so dim R(E) = m.   Then co = l/£ is an eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) and y is an

associated eigenvector if and only if <i> = (p, dyjhn) is in R(E).  For the remainder of

this section £ and R(E) will be fixed.

Suppose £,(/z), • • • , %m(h) axe the eigenvalues of Th converging to £.  Then

0Jx(h), . . . , com(/Y), where cof(/7) ~ £,-00_1, are the eigenvalues of (1.5) (or (1.6))

converging to co.  The eigenvectors of Th associated with %x(fi), . ■ ■ , %m(h) are also

the eigenvectors of (1.5) or (1.6) associated with co,(/7), . . . , com(/z).  The estimates

for the eigenvalue and eigenvector error can be expressed in terms of the quantity

(2.1) eh=eh(°>)=     sup        inf    II <!>-$,, II,
4»er(E) *ftesft
11*11=1

which measures how well the elements of R(E) can be approximated by elements from

Sn.  The following two theorems give estimates for the eigenvalue and eigenvector

approximation.

Theorem 1.   For h sufficiently small, there is a positive constant Kx, depending

on R(E) but not on h, such that for each i = 1, . . . , m

I

(2.2) \%-%¿h)\ =
co¡(h) - to

<Kxe2.
oj¡(h)co

Proof   See [1], [3], [13], [6], and [8].

Theorem 2. For each h, let Ut(h) be an eigenvector corresponding to %¡(n)

co^/i)-1 such that II U£Ji)l = 1. 77ie77 there is an eigenvector <X>¡(h) m R(E) and o

constant K2, depending on R(E) but not on h, such that

(2.3) »W" Ufii)l <K2eh.

Proof.   See [1], [3], [13], [6], and [8].
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The remainder of this section is devoted to constructing a lower bound for £ -

%¡(h) and discussing some of the consequences of this lower bound.

Lemma 3.   For each £,.(/.) there is a <t>¡(h) in R(E) such that A(<t>¡(h), <X>¡(h)) = 1

and

(2.4) % - %m = A((f - fh)^(h), *.(/.)).

Proof.   Recall that ^.(ft) is also an eigenvalue of Th.   Let

*,.(/z) = L(h), -^ (h) j= (^(h), \Qi)) G TO

be a corresponding eigenvector normalized so that a(<p¡(h), ̂ ¡(h)) = 1.  Then,

A(%(h), %(h)) = a(^(h), <pAh))-fr (X,.(/7M-(^) + h(hÏPi(h)) ds=l,

since iffti) is an eigenvector of (1.1), (1.2) associated with co = £_1 and so ^¿(h) =

0 on r.

Now

£ - £,-(/.) = ¿((£ - £,.(/7))4>,.(/7), <!>,.(/,))

= ¿({£ - ?,(/») - (£ - W,(A), <s>,-00)

= ¿((r- £,.(/0)4>,.(/0, *,(*)) = ¿(tf- V/A), 4>,(/0),

since f= r|Ä(£) and fh*,(h) = ^(h)Hh)-

Lemma 4.  Suppose $ = (v?, dip/dn) E R(E) and A(<&, <I>) = a(y, tp) = 1.  77ze77,

(2.5) 1*11   <K0CO
lo + c2rc3

where ß0 = min(l, c0), CT is the trace constant for the map 9/3/7 ://3(£2) —►

H3/2(T),   [9], and C'3 is a positive constant that does not depend on co.

Proof.   Let S be the map from H°(Ü.) into //„'(Í2) defined by a(5/, u) = (f, v)

for all d in //¿(Í2).   The map 5 is well defined since a(u, u) > j30 II u II2 ; moreover by

results on regularity [10], S is a bounded map from //!(Í2) into H3(ü.) n //¿(S2).

Let Cj be the norm of S as map from //'(fi) into /Y3(ii).   Again by regularity, co

is an eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) if and only if £ = 1/co is an eigenvalue of S considered

as an operator on /Y°(£2), and <p is an associated eigenvector if and only if it is an

eigenvector of S.   Thus,

I* ¡2  _=   llipll

= (1 + ct)

9i¿

377

II Sy \\\

< +
dn

< (i +c2)lMl
3/2

(1 + C?)to2\\S<p\\2 < (1 + C2)co2(C;)2 Ml2

<
(l+C2)(co2(C3)2 (1 + C2)(C3)2co2

ßo
a(p, <p) =

to
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Estimate (2.5) follows.

Lemma 5.   Let $ = (ip, 9^/9«) G RÍE) with A($, <I>) = a(ip, <p) = 1.   77ze77, for

h sufficiently small, there is a constant CL, depending on RiE) but not on h, such

that

(2.6) lLhti*-9KCLÎT-ThUH.

Moreover,

(2.7) HT-Th)<X>\\<KQ(l+Cxlcx0)eh.

Proof.   Estimate (2.6) follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 of [8], which in turn fol-

low from lemmas of [13].  The constant CL is equal to K0coC,C¿/a0 and C'L is a

constant depending on II£"11, supzecll(z - T)"1 II, supft.zecll(z - Th^y~1 II and the

length of C where C is the contour about £ defining E.

To prove (2.7) set 4> = $/1| $ II and note that

\\(T- Th)<S>\\ = 11(7-^)7*11 =£11 (I-Phyt>II =£11*1111(7-^)511

<£k0co   1 +— J    inf     ll*-*„l

by (1.11) and (2.5).  Estimate (2.7) follows immediately from the definition of eh.

Lemma 6.  Let %¡(h) be one of the eigenvalues converging to £ and let *,•(/.) =

4> = (<p>, dipldn) = (ip, X) be the eigenvector associated with £¿(7.) as in Lemma 3. (The

indices i and h on 4> are suppressed and should be understood. ) Suppose there is a

positive function w(h) such that w(h) —► 0 as h —► 0 and

(2.8) inf      IX-t?L1/2<W(/7)II^-v3JI1,
■n<=Sh(T)

for h sufficiently small, where (ph, Xh) = Ph<& = <$h. Then there are positive func-

tions ß0(h) and ßx(h), with ß0(h) —* 0O í277<í ßxih) —*■ 0 as h —*■ 0, such that, for h

sufficiently small,

V-9) I - %¡(h) > M0(h)Wip- iphW\- ßx(h)e2}.

Proof.   By Lemma 3 and (1.14),

£ - ¡¡fit) = A((f - Thyt, *) = A(Lh(T - Th)<î>, *)

= A((T- Th)<i>, *) + A((T-ThyS>, Lht* - *).

Now, by (1.12),

a((t- Thyb, *) = rxA((T- Th)<î>, 7*) = r^((r- rÄ)*, (r- r„)*)

= £^l((/-^)4>,(/-JPft)*)

= £)a(<p - <pn, ip - ipn) - 2 Re Jr (X - \h)(<p - <ph) ds

By the definition of Ph, A(<& - 4>ft, Vh) = 0 for any Vn = (vh, ph) in 5A.
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Choose Vn = (0, t?) for any 17 G Sh(r).   It follows that / (p - <ph)r}ds = 0.   In parti-

cular, since X;, G Sh(T),

ft (x - \)(* - fh) ds = j r (X - vYfP - <Ph) ds = J r Xfo - ^) C/.V

any 77 G Sh(F).  Thus, replacing Xft in the last expression of the previous paragraph by

an arbitrary t? G Sh(T) yields

£ ja(v> -<ph,<p- ipn) - 2 Re Jr (X - r¡)(<p-<ph) ds I    for any 77 G Sh(V).

This expression in turn can be estimated below as follows.

£ \a(<p -<ph,ip-<ph)-2Rejr(k- t?)(<¿> - </>„) * j

> W*> - *J\ - 2lX - "Ul* - Vji/J

>£{r3ol^-^ll2-2CTIX-T7L/2ll^-^ll1},

where CT is the bound for the trace map 77 G Hl (£2) h^> 77 !r G 7/1 '2(r).   Because 77

is arbitrary, it can be chosen so that by (2.8) this last term can be bounded below by

£{0O - 2Crw(A)}l^- ^ll2.   Consequently, A((T- Thyt>, *) > iß0(h)l>p - <pj2,

where ß0(h) = ß0 - 2CTw(h) —> ß0 as h -* 0.

On the other hand,

A((T- Thyt>, L„*<ï> - *) < C, 11(7-- r„)*ll llz,,,** - *ll

<CxCLK0il +Cx/%)\\T-Th\\e2

by Lemma 5.  Set ßxQi) = r^C^O + C,/a0)llr- 7^1. With ß0Qi) and j3,(/z)

so defined, (2.9) follows.

Theorem 3.   Suppose that for any 4> = (p, X) G RÍE),

inf   i^-xii^Cn^'M*;
(2.10) xes„(n)

inf      IX-7?L,/2>Cr/7m + I/2IXlm,
ti&sA(r)

vv/icre Cn, Cr tfT-e positive constants depending perhaps on RÍE) but independent of h.

Suppose also that there is an s > 0 and a positive constant Cs independent of h such

that

(2.11) hJhT>CJi°r.

TJien if k + l¡2> m > k - 3/2 + sík - 1), there is a positive constant ß3, depending

on RÍE) but not h, such that for h sufficiently small

£ - Uh)      to,(/z) - to
(2.12) LJ2J. = J±±^>ß   2
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Proof.   The first step in the proof is to show that (2.10) and (2.11) imply (2.8).

Suppose then that <i> = $¡(h) = (<a X) is chosen as in Lemma 3 and set Ph$> =

Ph%ih) = (pn, \).  Then, by (1.8) and (2.10),

inf      IX-77LI/2<Cr/7m + ,/MXlm
tjesh(r)

< wih)     inf
xesh(U)

\Crh^\X\m

fc-li
{cnhn

W-xK,

A
Ca^hK

where w(h) = Crh™ + 1 I2 W\JCahk¿1 II *llfc.   By (2.11)

um + Vi

uk-1
"n

<
h?.

(c/-1

where p = m - k + 3/2 - s(k - 1) > 0.  To estimate IXlm/llipllfe, recall that ip is an

eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue £ of the operator S introduced in Lemma

4.  The operator S is a bounded map from //fc(£2) into /Y,£ + 2(f2) D //¿(Í2), thus

£lMlfc+2 = HSVllfc + 2 < Ck\\<p\\k.  Since X = 9<¿>/9t7, and k + 1/2 > m,

IXL <
9^

dn
<CT\\ß\\k + 2<l-CTCk\\ip\\k,

k + Vz ?

where CT is the trace constant for the trace map 7/* + 2(£2) -^ /Yfc+1/2(r), [10].

Therefore, IXlm/lli¿>llfc < wCrCk and so

w(A) <
coCrCrCfe

Vfc-i "r
/£.

Cn(C/

It follows that w(/j) —► 0 as h —> 0 and (2.8) holds, in fact

inf      W - r)L,/2 < wih)      inf      Il ̂ - xll, < wQißy - ^11,.
r?=S/,(r) x&V")

The proof of (2.12) will follow from (2.9) and a suitable lower bound for

\\<p-<ph\\2 in terms of e2,.   By (2.10),

ll^-^ll2>      inf      ll^-xll2^/.2*-2!!^2.
xesft(ii)

Recall that <X> = (p>, X) is chosen so that A(<P, <&) = a(p, ip) = 1, thus 1 = a(p, ip) <

C0IIi/jII2, where C0 = max(l, c0).  Consequently, ll^ll2. > ll^ll2 > 1/C0 and

\\ip-iph\\2x> C2nh¿f-2/C0.  On the other hand, by (1.7) and (1.8),

e2<     sup     {C^fc-2ll^ll2+C2rA2rm + 1IXl2,}<C(co)A22fc-2,

*=/? (£•)
il * ll = l

where

C(co)=     sup    {C2n\\<p\\2 + C2C2-2kh2/\W2m}.
<t><ER(E)

II * II = 1
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It follows that IIv?- <phW]

Finally, by (2.9)

> Ctâ/C0Cico).

£ - Uh) > Ç{0O(A)II* - ^ II2 - ßxih)e2} > Uß0ih)
C2

-ßi&H-
C0C(co)

Since ß0ih) —► ß0 and ßx (A) —► 0, there is, for h sufficiently small, a positive constant

ß3 such that £-£,.(/z) >£j33e2.

Corollary 1.   Let co /3e at? eigenvalue of il.I), (1.2) of multiplicity m, and

let co,(A) ¿>e a77y one of the m eigenvalues icounted according to multiplicity) of (1.5)

(or (1.6)) converging to co.   Then for h sufficiently small, co,(A) > co a77ef the estimate

(2.13) co,.(A) - co > co/(A)/33e2 > copy2

holds.

Remark 1.   The restriction k + 1/2 > m in Theorem 3 is not really necessary.

It just provides a convenient way to estimate IXlm/ll^llfe.  If k + 2/ + 1/2 > 777, for

some nonnegative integer/, then IXlm/IMIfc < CT • C(j)<J+1, where the constant

C(j) on the bounds for S as a map from //fc + 2/(i2) into //fc + 2(/+1)(£2) n //0(£2).

Remark 2.  The constant C(co) in the proof of Theorem 3 decreases to

suP<i><=R(E)-i4>i=iCn "'/'"fc as h —► 0.   This latter term can be estimated above by

C^C2(r)u2r, where r = min{/ : 21 + I > k} and C(t-) is the product of the bounds

for 5 as a map from H2k~l(Çl) into 772,+ 1(^) n Hç\(^) fox I = I, . . . , r.

3.  The Finite Dimensional Problem.   In this section the matrix eigenvalue prob-

lem (1.6) is analyzed.  It is shown that, despite the fact that the matrices in (1.6) are

(77+m) x (77 + 777), the eigenvalues can be computed using an 77 x 77 nonnegative

definite eigenvalue problem 77 = coFxu.   This problem yields n - m positive eigenvalues

co and 777 infinite eigenvalues corresponding to the null space of the matrix Fx.   A

scheme is presented for constructing the n x n matrix Fx from the given matrices K,

M, and B.

Consider then the eigenvalue problem

(3.1)
K

hi-ll

M

0

where K and B are positive definite Hermitian matrices of order n x n, and M is an

77 x 777 matrix.  Thus, (3.1) is of order (n + m) x (n + m).  Since B is positive definite

and Hermitian, it can be factored in the form LLH, where L is lower triangular and

has positive elements on its diagonal.   Thus, if (3.1) is multiplied on the left by

"z.-1    I

and on the right by

L~H      0

0 /
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the equivalent eigenvalue problem

(3.2)
J

G    J

H      0

=  CO

I       0

0      0

results, where G = L~XKLTH, J = L~lM, and

VH       0

0 /

v

\y

It follows from Lemma 1, (1.10), that the matrix

K       M~

is nonsingular and so

M"      0

G       J'

J"      0

is also nonsingular.   Let

l'\ F„

rH

denote the inverse of the latter matrix, where Fx is a Hermitian n x n matrix, F2 is

an 77 x m matrix, and F3 is a Hermitian m x m matrix.  Multiplying (3.2) through by

this inverse yields the equivalent eigenvalue problem

(3.3)
= co

Fx

?H

In component form (3.3) becomes v = u>Fxv and p = coF2v.  Thus, co < °° is an eigen-

value of (3.3) with eigenvector [v, p] T if and only if co is an eigenvalue of

coFjii(3.4)

with eigenvector v, where p = ujF2v.

There is also an "infinite" eigenvalue to keep track of in (3.3) and (3.4).   Set

co = l/£ in (3.3), multiply by £, and consider the resulting eigenvalue problems in £.

It is easily seen that 0 is an eigenvalue of this problem with multiplicity 2m.   In fact,

the 777-dimensional subspace { [0, X] T, X arbitrary} forms the space of eigenvectors

corresponding to 0; and the 777-dimensional subspace {[u, 0], u G N(FX)} forms the

space of generalized eigenvectors of order 2, where N(FX ) is the null space of Fx and

has dimension 777 (Lemma 9).  Note that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (3.3)

transformed in this way are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operator Th.  If

(3.4) is transformed in a similar way, 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity m corresponding

to the null space of Fx.
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Since the characteristic polynomial corresponding to (3.3) has order n + m and

that corresponding to (3.4) has order 77, it follows that (3.3) and (3.4) have 77-777

finite eigenvalues counted according to multiplicity.  These n - m eigenvalues as well

as their multiplicities are the same for (3.3) and (3.4).   Moreover, since Fx is nonnega-

tive definite (Lemma 8) these eigenvalues are positive.   Finally, it follows that none of

these 77-777 eigenvalues can have ascent greater than one when considered as eigenval-

ues of (3.3), i.e., there are no generalized eigenvectors associated with them.

Despite the fact that the original problem (1.6) was of order n + m, it suffices

to consider the order 77 nonnegative definite problem (3.4).  If the component p of an

eigenvector is wanted, all that is necessary is to set p = u>F2v, where v is an eigenvec-

tor of (3.4) corresponding to co.  The remainder of this section is devoted to investigat-

ing the properties of F, and F2  and outlining a scheme for computing these matrices.

For any matrix A, N(A) will denote the null space of A and R(A) the range or

equivalently the column space of A.  The symbol i will denote orthogonal complemen-

tation in the standard inner product, xHy, on C".   Finally, let {e¡} be the standard

basis for C, e¡ = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T with 1 in the 7th position.

By definition the matrices F,, F2, F3 satisfy the relations

/;      (a') GFX + JFH = /;

(V) JHFX = 0;

0;     (c') GF2 + JF3 = 0;

(d') JHF2 = I.

For simplicity the order of the matrices is left implicit.   For example in (d) F2J is

777 x m.

Lemma 7. Px = GFX and P2 = JF2 are projections on C". Px is a projection

onto Rl(G~lJ) alongR(J), and P2=I-PX.

Proof.   Multiply (3.5a) on the right by Fx and use (3.5b').  This gives FXGFX =

Fx or (GFX)2 = GFX and so Px = GFX is a projection.   Multiply (3.5d) on the left by

/ and on the right by Ff.  This gives (/Ff )2 = TFf ; and thus, P2 = JF% is a projec-

tion.   Moreover, by (3.5a')( Px + P2 = I.

By (3.5b) PXJ = GFXJ = 0, and so N(PX) D R(J). On the other hand, suppose,

u E RL(J) = N(JH). Then Pfu = F2JHu = 0. Thus, u EN(P%) = R(P^) = NL(PX).

It follows that RL(J) C N\PX), and so N(PX) = R(J).

Since P, = GFX, and G is nonsingular, it follows that N(FX) = N(PX) = R(J),

and R(PX) = N^P?) = Nl(FxG) = RL(G~lf).

Lemma 8.   The matrix Fx is nonnegative definite.

Proof.   uHFxu = uHG-iPxu = (Pxu)HG-lPxu + (P2u)HG-iPxu.  But

(P2u)HG~lPxu = (G-lP2u)HPxu = (G-iJF^u^P^, and by Lemma 7 this term is

zero.   Consequently, uHFxu = (Pxu)HG~lPxu > 0 unless Pxu = 0 or equivalently 77 G

N(PX)=N(FX).

Lemma 9.  dim N(FX ) = dim R(J) = m.

Proof.   Suppose there is an m x 1 vector p such that Ju = 0.  Since

(3.5)

(a) FXG +F2JH

(b) FXJ = 0;

(c) F%G + F3JH

(d) F1J = I;
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G      J

JH      0

is nonsingular and

tH

Jp

0

it follows that p = 0.  This implies that the m columns of J are linearly independent

and so dim R(J) = m, but from Lemma 7 we have N(FX) = R(f).

The matrix Fx can be constructed from the matrices G and /. From Lemma 7

Fx = G_1Pj, so what is needed is a representation for the projection Px in terms of

G and /.  As will be shown below, P, = I - JY, where Y is an m x n matrix gotten by

solving 77 problems involving the m x m positive definite matrix J G~ J.  Thus, the

major portion of the computation in constructing Fx involves inverting G and solving

the « problems to construct Y.  It is possible that Fx need not be fully constructed in

order to compute its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Let gf = G~ ei denote the /th column of G~ .   Suppose y¡ is the solution of the

m x w problem: JHG~1Jyi = JHgj.  Note that by Lemma 9, JHG~1J is positive defi-

nite.   Finally, set w¡ = g¡ - G~1Jyi.  Equivalently, Gw¡ = e¡ - Jy¡.   Let W = [wx,

...,wn] and Y= [yx,...,y„].  Then GW = I - JY.

Lemma 10.   F, = W, Pi - I - JY, P2 = JY, and Ff = Y.

Proof.   Gw¿ = Gg¡ - Jyi = e¡ - Jy¡. Thus, by (3.5b),

F.e,. = FxGwt + FxJyt = FXGW¡ = P?wr

But w?J = (¿A -y^JHG"i)J = gfj~y"jHG~lJ = 0.  Since Pf is a projection onto

Px(/) by Lemma 7, it follows that Fxe¡ = Pxwt = w¡ and so Fx = W.  Consequently,

Px = GFX = GW = I - JY and so P2 = / - P, = JY.  Finally, JY = P2 = JF**:, thus

J(Y-F») 0 and so Y = FH.

Remark 3.  Although it is not needed for the eigenvalue problem, the matrix P3

can also be computed using the approach given here.   By (3.5c'), GF2 + JF3 = 0.

Thus,

7F, -GF2 = -GY H -G((JHG-lJ)-iJHG-l)H = -J(JHG-xJTl

lA-land so F3 = -(JHG~lJ)

the source problem

This approach also yields an alternate scheme for solving

K M

MH       0
[9],

Corollary 2.   The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (3.3) can be computed

from the n x n nonnegative definite problem

(36) v= œG~l(I-JY)v,

(3.7) " = "Yv'
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where Y = (JHG~lJ)~lJHG  1.   This problem produces n -m positive eigenvalues

and m infinite eigenvalues corresponding to N(G~X(I - JY)) = R(J).
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